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Tire Mounting Failures
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Multi-Piece Rims

• Multi-piece rim wheel means the assemblage of a multi-piece wheel 
with the tire tube and other components.

• Multi-piece wheel means a vehicle wheel consisting of two or more 
parts, one of which is a side or locking ring designed to hold the tire 
on the wheel by interlocking components when the tire is inflated.

• Restraining device means an apparatus such as a cage, rack, 
assemblage of bars and other components that will constrain all rim 
wheel components during an explosive separation of a multi-piece 
rim wheel, or during the sudden release of the contained air of a 
single piece rim wheel.
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Old-School Bead-to-Rim Mismatch Litigation
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Mismatch Tire and Rims
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The Misuse of 50-Year-Old Bead Designs 
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The New Bead-to-Rim Mismatch Litigation
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Zipper Rupture
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Building a Successful Tire Case

Appeal     
Trial      

Pretrial 

Development      
Case Identifying

Screening The DefectBuilt On
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You Need Evidence of a Defect 
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Building a Successful Tire Case

Appeal     
Trial      

Pretrial 

Development      
Case Design

Screening DefectsBuilt On
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Nylon Reinforcement of 
the Steel Belt Package 

Cap Ply            Spiral Wound       Edge Strips
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Tires are Being Designed Better
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Tires are Being Designed Better
So how do we question the improved designs?

•Focus on the tire designer training 
materials that discuss variations for 
better implementing the improved 
design (cap edge strips, full cap ply, 
spirally wound jointless strip)
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Tires are Being Designed Better
So how do we question the improved designs?

•Focus on the tire builder training 
materials which acknowledge that 
the improved design was intended 
to prevent your client’s tragedy
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Manufacturing Defects
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Tread Separations
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First Step:  Collect the Tire Evidence

• the tire carcass (measure the air pressure, if any – if 
none, document that fact; photographically record the 
oxidation at the earliest opportunity)

• any separated pieces (search the crash site and the area 
up road  from the crash to record where the pieces were 
gathered; again, record the oxidation)

• the wheel rim
• the companion tires (including the spare; measure the 

air pressure)
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First Step:  Collect the Tire Evidence

where and 
when was 
the tire was 
made? 

(to get plant misconduct 
whistleblowers and 
weather reports for the 
plant that leak)
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First Step:  Collect Related Evidence

• the vehicles (target and bullet vehicles)
• any separated pieces (including fluid and glass debris)
• biologic and fragmentary evidence (blood, hair, glass)
• the scene evidence (especially marks in dirt and foliage)
• the bodily evidence (especially bruises and autopsies)
• black box data (including target and bullet vehicles)
• witness identification and statements (memories fade)
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Second Step: Preservation of Evidence Letter 
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Second Step:  Preservation of Evidence Letter

• the research and development file for the tire line,
• the revision history for changes to the tire line’s specifications 

and tolerances, 
• the testing used to validate the changes in the specifications for 

the tire line, 
• the training and work procedure materials for the tire designers, 
• the designs for other contemporaneously made tire lines 

offered in the same size,
• the design failure modes analysis available to those or revised 

the tire design,
• the architectural analysis and verification the tire line was 

meeting specifications, 
• the tire building machines used to assemble the tire,
• the tire building machines set up processes and settings,

the tire assembly manuals and specifications and tolerances and 
limits, 

• the training and work procedure materials for tire builders and 
tire inspectors,

• the standards for repairing or scrapping green tires and green 
tire components,

• the process or manufacture failure analysis,
• the documentation of final finish inspection and repair 

processes and standards,

• the x-ray standards and tolerances and procedures,
• the contact information for tire builders and 

inspectors who worked at the plant, 
• the documentation of the plant’s state of disrepair 

when the tire was built there,
• the recorded statements of those with knowledge 

of the conditions at the tire plant, 
the marketing materials for the tire line, 

• the training and work procedure materials for 
warranty return center personnel,

• the documentation of tire condition standards used 
at the warranty return center,

• the documentation comparing the in-field 
performance of the tire line, 

• the documentation linking tire conditions with 
potential causes or consequences, 

• the failure modes and effects analysis 
documentation,

• the early warning data for the tire line,
the files for property damage claims and lawsuits 
involving the tire line, and

• the adjustment data for the tire line and the reports 
generated with that data.
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Second Step:  Preservation of Evidence Letter

This same letter can also

• give notice of consumer protection act and 
warranty claims

• begin the process of inviting the defendant to 
inspect the tire
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Third Step:  Safeguard the Tire
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Third Step:  Safeguard the Tire

“A lawyer should hold property 
of others with the care required 

of a professional fiduciary.”
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Third Step:  Safeguard the Tire

“one of the most common conditions imposed 
is that the party with custody and control of 
the product be given the opportunity to be 
present during the inspection or testing of the 
product by the opposing party”

American Law of Products Liability 3d Treatise
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Third Step:  Safeguard the Tire
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Fourth Step:  Equivalent Access to Evidence
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You Need an Expert
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You Need a Good Expert
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Discovery and 
Confidentiality
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Tires are Being Designed Better
So how do we question the improved designs?

•Focus on marketing literature that 
brags about the improved designs 
and raises the bar for safe 
performance 
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You Need the Tire Company’s 
Documents
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Use Their Own Documents against Them

Radial tires with such a belt package possess good 
performance and durability characteristics both at 
high speed and at low speed.
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If something is really wrong at the plant,
why can’t I go into the plant and see it?
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But what if it’s not really a secret?
So how do I show that it’s not a secret?
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But what if it’s not really a secret?
So how do I show that it’s not a secret?

• If you can find it on the internet, it’s not a secret
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But what if it’s not really a secret?
So how do I show that it’s not a secret?
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But what if it’s not really a secret?
So how do I show that it’s not a secret?

• If you can find it on the internet, it’s not a secret

• If it is disclosed in the patent literature, it’s not a secret

• If they show it to the media and cub scouts, it’s not a secret
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But what if it’s not really a secret?
So how do I show that it’s not a secret?

• If you can find it on the internet, it’s not a secret

• If it is disclosed in the patent literature, it’s not a secret

• If they show it to the media and cub scouts, it’s not a secret

• If you can reverse engineer it, it’s not a trade secret
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But what if it’s not really a secret?
So how do I show that it’s not a secret?

• If you can find it on the internet, it’s not a secret

• If it is disclosed in the patent literature, it’s not a secret

• If they show it to the media and cub scouts, it’s not a secret

• If you can reverse engineer it, it’s not a trade secret

• If it is an unintended deviation, it’s not a trade secret
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But what if it’s not really a secret?
So how do I show that it’s not a secret?

• If you can find it on the internet, it’s not a secret

• If it is disclosed in the patent literature, it’s not a secret

• If they show it to the media and cub scouts, it’s not a secret

• If you can reverse engineer it, it’s not a trade secret

• If it is an unintended deviation, it’s not a trade secret

• If they deny that it occurs, it’s not a trade secret
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Building a Successful Tire Case

Appeal     
Trial      

Pretrial 
Development      

Case 

Screening

Built On

Win Critical Discovery Battles

• Whistleblowers

• OSIs (Other Similar Incidents)

• In-Plant Evidence 
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If the tire design is really better, then
the tread would not separate unless …

Something is really wrong at the plant
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Something is really wrong at the plant
So how do we prove the problem at the plant?
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Something is really wrong at the plant
So how do we prove the problem at the plant?

• Before filing suit, research prior problems at the plant 
(news stories, labor disputes, recalls, witness statements)
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Something is really wrong at the plant
So how do we prove the problem at the plant?

• Before filing suit, research prior problems at the plant 
(news stories, labor disputes, recalls, witness statements)

• Look for links between known problems at the plant and 
observable defects in the tire, and raise those issues in 
your pleadings (roof leaks = trapped air = defect in the tire)
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Something is really wrong at the plant
So how do we prove the problem at the plant?

• Before filing suit, research prior problems at the plant 
(news stories, labor disputes, recalls, witness statements)

• Look for links between known problems at the plant and 
observable defects in the tire, and raise those issues in 
your pleadings (roof leaks = trapped air = defect in the tire)

• Focus discovery on the links between the observable 
defects in your tire and the known problems at the plant
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Something is really wrong at the plant
So what discovery links defects to the plant?
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Something is really wrong at the plant
So what discovery links defects to the plant?

• Documents training tire builders to avoid known defects
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• Documents governing defects honored under the warranty
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Something is really wrong at the plant
So what discovery links defects to the plant?

• Documents training tire builders to avoid known defects

• Documents training tire inspectors to find known defects

• Documents governing defects honored under the warranty

• Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (“FMEA”) documents
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Something is really wrong at the plant
So what discovery links defects to the plant?

• Documents training tire builders to avoid known defects

• Documents training tire inspectors to find known defects

• Documents governing defects honored under the warranty

• Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (“FMEA”) documents

• Testimony from the tire builders, tire inspectors, and 
adjustment center personnel who inspect returned tires
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Something is really wrong at the plant
So how do I get testimony from plant workers?
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Something is really wrong at the plant
So how do I get testimony from plant workers?

• Ask for the prior depositions and statements of those who 
have testified about conditions at the plant
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Something is really wrong at the plant
So how do I get testimony from plant workers?

• Ask for the prior depositions and statements of those who 
have testified about conditions at the plant

• Call the local labor lawyers who handle cases of those who 
are injured or mistreated while on the job at the plant
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Something is really wrong at the plant
So how do I get testimony from plant workers?

• Ask for the prior depositions and statements of those who 
have testified about conditions at the plant

• Call the local labor lawyers who handle cases of those who 
are injured or mistreated while on the job at the plant

• Ask for the identity of tire builders and inspectors who 
worked at the plant the week your tire was made, and 
then call these witnesses and learn what they have seen
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Something is really wrong at the plant
So what can I learn from ex-plant workers?
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Something is really wrong at the plant
So what can I learn from ex-plant workers?

• What “forbidden practices” were nevertheless routine 
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Something is really wrong at the plant
So what can I learn from ex-plant workers?

• What “forbidden practices” were nevertheless routine 

• What effect did poor plant maintenance have on the tires 

• Did the tire inspectors have enough time to do a good job

• What were they trained about causes of tread separation
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Something is really wrong at the plant
So what can I learn from ex-plant workers?

• What “forbidden practices” were nevertheless routine 

• What effect did poor plant maintenance have on the tires 

• Did the tire inspectors have enough time to do a good job

• What were they trained about causes of tread separation

• What are examples of putting profit over safe products
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Something is really wrong at the plant
So what can I learn from ex-plant workers?

• What “forbidden practices” were nevertheless routine 

• What effect did poor plant maintenance have on the tires 

• Did the tire inspectors have enough time to do a good job

• What were they trained about causes of tread separation

• What are examples of putting profit over safe products

• What effect did drug use at the plant have on tire building
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If something is really wrong at the plant,
why can’t I go into the plant and see it?
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You May Need to Establish Jurisdiction
(and Venue) 
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Personal Jurisdiction

Is there a connection or affiliation between the forum, 
defendant, and episode-in-suit (subject of the action)? 

Is it fair to exercise jurisdiction 
based on the total forum contacts? 

Are contacts from that affiliation in,  
directed at, or related to the forum? 

Is the defendant “at 
home” in the forum? 

No Jurisdiction General JurisdictionSpecific Jurisdiction

YES NO

NOYES

YES YESNONO

Was there consent 
to jurisdiction?

NO YES
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Goodyear Dunlop Tires v. Brown, 564 U.S. 915, 131 S.Ct. 2846 (2011)

SCOTUS’s Most Recent Tire Jurisdiction Decision

SCOTUS’s Two Pending Jurisdiction Cases to Watch
• Ford Motor Co. v. Bandemer, No. 19-369, and 
• Ford Motor Co. v. Montana Eighth Judicial District Court, No. 19-

368

• “The stream-of-commerce cases … relate to exercises of specific 
jurisdiction in products liability actions, in which a nonresident 
defendant, acting outside the forum, places in the stream of 
commerce a product that ultimately causes harm inside the 
forum.”

• “The episode-in-suit, the bus accident, occurred in France“ where 
the crash occurred, not where the tire was designed, made, or sold
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A “manufacturer” includes those 
engaged in “(A) manufacturing or 
assembling motor vehicles or motor 
vehicle equipment; or (B) importing 
motor vehicles or motor vehicle 
equipment for resale.”  

49 U.S.C. § 30102(a)(5)
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NHTSA, “Recommended Best Importer Practices To Enhance the
Safety of Imported Motor Vehicles and Motor Vehicle Equipment”

U.S. importers are responsible for ensuring the safety of regulated
products they import into the United States and should follow best
practices to assure safety through methods that include:
(1) selecting foreign manufacturers to produce their products;
(2) inspecting foreign manufacturing facilities;
(3) inspecting goods before distribution in the United States;
(4) creating and maintaining records of a product’s:
• certification data;
• design changes or changes in the production process;
• supporting technical documentation;
• test reports;
• manufacturing process (work orders, operation and

inspection and repair logs, and testing checklists, etc.).
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Building a Successful Tire Case

Appeal     
Trial      

Pretrial 
Development      

Case 

Screening
Built On

Jurisdictional Challenges
• Know general vs. specific jurisdiction
• Know stream of commerce vs. s.o.c. plus
• Plead the factual basis for jurisdiction
• Obtain discovery of the forum contacts
• Benefits purposefully obtained in forum
• Websites, forum marketing/advertising
• Forum agents and corporate subsidiaries
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Settlement
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Trial
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